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eliefs

Understanding
ehavior

the Three

’s
uilding
Supports

Hello, this Bobbie Vaughn. It’s
not uncommon for many children
with autism spectrum disorders
to have behavior problems that
are puzzling to understand, as
well difficult for their parents to
address. So this tutorial will
guide your understanding of the
basic beliefs and concepts that
are a starting point for building a
positive, effective and long
lasting behavior supports for
your child. You can think of the
ideas we’ll be discussing as the
three Big B’s – Beliefs, Behavior
and Building supports
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Three

Three

asic
ehavioral
concepts

eliefs about
ehavior

Three
starting points for
uilding support

In each Big B area, there are 3
separate concepts or smaller
B’s, that will support your
knowledge. Altogether, we’ll be
addressing:
3 foundational beliefs about
behavior
3 basic concepts are critical to
understanding behavior, the
situations that cause it to occur
and the events that make it even
more likely to occur again under
the same conditions
And 3 starting points for building
behavior supports

The first big B is for the 3
underlying Beliefs that drive our
understanding of behavior.
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ehavior is rule governed.
•

ehavior can be understood.

•

ehavior can be learned.

• ehavior can reflect skill deficits.
•

ehavior can change.

The first big belief about
behavior is that it is rule
governed. This means it is
always organized in a way that
allow patterns of occurrence to
be observed. Therefore, the
relationship between the
behavior and it’s circumstances
can be understood.
Behavior can also be learned.
All children learn that certain
behaviors will consistently result
in predictable outcomes. As they
grow and develop, they acquire
other new and often more
sophisticated behaviors
associated with the same
desired results. While children
have a wide range of learning
styles and capacities, they all
learn to make associations
between their own behavior and
the result it has on the world
around them.
Because children with autism
spectrum disorders often
experience developmental
delays, behavior problems often
reflect underlying deficits in
cognitive, social and
communication abilities. For
example, a child who doesn’t
have the cognitive and
communication abilities to
anticipate or problem solve a
sudden change in routine can
easily become frightened or
upset when something out of the
ordinary occurs.
Lastly, this statement
encompasses a belief that as the
child grows, matures and learns,
behavior can and will change

over time.
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ehavior is related
to its context.
•

ehavior is more likely to occur under
some conditions than others.

•

ehavior is more likely to occur in
situations where it has previously been
successful.
“ Under what conditions is the behavior most likely to happen?”
“What are the things that reward its occurrence?”.

Another foundational belief about
behavior is that it is related to the
context or situation in which it
happens. Behavior doesn’t take
place in a vacuum, nor does it
occur out of the blue. On a
very simple level, there are some
situations that are more likely to
set up or cause a behavior to
happen. It’s also more likely to
occur in situations where it’s
previously been successful, or
rewarded in some way.
If we follow this belief, then we
can begin to understand the
patterns that surround a
behavior, thus determining the
answers to the questions “ under
what conditions is the behavior
most likely to happen in?”, and
“What are the things that reward
its occurrence?”. The answers
to these questions then provide
direction about the things that
can be done to change the
behavior.
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ehavior is purposeful
and communicative.
• ehavior happens because it works
•

ehavior communicates

It often takes some work to
determine the factors that
influence a behavior, but it never
occur randomly. Because of
this, problem behavior is thought
to always have a purpose, or
function, in that it occurs as a
means to an end for the child.
To the extent that the behavior is
successful in achieving that end,
it works effectively – it’s
functional.
Behavior is also always
communicative in nature.
Behavior by nature expresses
information about feelings,
reactions and internal states as
well as a reaction to the
situation. As observers, we can
innately interpret many of these
subtle expressions as well as
see the things that set it up to
happen and witness the way the
environment is changes as a
result of the behavior.
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Learned Functions of

Social

Activity

FUNCTION:
to get or obtain
something

ehavior

Sensory

Tangible

One broad function that many problem
behaviors serve is when it allows the
person to access or obtain something
they really want. These outcomes can
generally fall into the following
categories:
Social outcomes – we all learn at a very
early age that we can rely on certain
behaviors because they always result
in a desired social outcome, such as a
reaction from a parent, friends or other
people. Children with autism often
resort to problem behaviors because
they understand that doing so will
create a big reaction from adults,
resulting a lot of attention and
excitement directed their way.
Some problem behaviors occur as an
attempt to access a preferred activity,
such as watching a favorite video or
jumping on a trampoline.

Other problem behaviors allow access
to a favorite item or object, including
toys, food and drinks and items that
provide interesting sensory feedback
like fans, radios or light switches.
Occasionally, children with autism will
also engage in some behaviors that
provide direct sensory feedback or
regulation. This sort of behavior most
often looks like a repetitive motor
movement, such as hand flapping,
finger waving, toe-walking or hair
twirling. It’s important to understand
that behaviors that occur for this
purpose provide the direct sensory
feedback to reinforces its occurrence..
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Learned Functions of

Social

Activity

FUNCTION:
to avoid or
escape
something

ehavior

Sensory

Tangible

In a similar way, problem
behavior can at times serve the
purpose of allowing avoidance or
escape of undesirable or difficult
outcomes.
These outcomes include:
Avoiding or escaping an
uncomfortable social situation,
like not wanting to give grandma
a hug, or to share a play space
with other children.
Many behavior problems are a
result of not wanting to engage a
a difficult or undesirable activity.
This could range from the
tantrums that result when
required to brush teeth to the
whining that often occurs when
it’s time to do homework or
chores.
Occasionally, problem behaviors
serve the function of avoiding
what is perceived as an
undesirable item or object.
Many children resort to problem
behaviors when presented with a

food they don’t like or don’t want
to try for the first time. Other
times, the object may have some
quality or aspect that the child
finds distressful, such as vacuum
cleaners and their loud noises,
and even pets that jump or bark
unexpectedly.
Finally, some problem behaviors
result in an effort to avoid or
escape certain sensory
information. For instance,
children may make loud noises
or cover their ears in an effort to
regulate other sounds that are
troublesome for them.
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Same

ehavior,
Different Functions

ehavior often serves more than one purpose
• Contexts of its occurrence vary
• Antecedents may be different
• Consequences may be different

You may be wondering at this
point about a specific problem
behavior your child often
engages in and feeling like
sometimes its purpose is to
escape an unpleasant situation,
and at other times the exact
same behavior occurs because
the child want something. What’s
that all about?
Well, you’re on to something
important, because the exact
same behavior, regardless of
what it looks or sounds like when
it happens, can often serve one
function in one situation, and
another function in a different
situation.
So, if the behavior looks exactly
the same in different situations,
how do you determine what it’s
function is? The answer is, you
have to look not at the behavior,
but at the situation, or context
itself, because that’s what’s
different. From one situation to

the next in these case, either the
antecedents, (or the things that
set the behavior up to happen),
or the consequences (which are
the things that happen after the
behavior occurs) will be different.
We’ll talk more about these
variables in a few minutes, but
let’s just leave it for now that
understanding them will give us
a much better insight into why
the behavior is happening.
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Why is This Important?
If we understand the function of a
we can:

ehavior,

• Prevent it from occurring
• Minimize it when it does occur
• Teach a new
• Reward a new
reinforcer

So why is understanding the function of
the behavior so important?

ehavior to replace it
ehavior with a functional

Well, if we can understand the function
or the purpose the behavior serves it
will give us a much better
understanding of what to do about it. It
also give us a wider range of options
for intervention. For instance,
Understanding what sets the behavior
up to occur, especially when we believe
the function of it is to escape, guides us
to determine if there are ways the
behavior can simple be prevented from
occurring to begin with.
Along this same line, in other situations,
we may not be able to prevent it
completely, but we can prepare better
for it and sometimes even minimize
how often it occurs, hard long it lasts, or
how hard it happens.
Having a good idea about the function
of the behavior also can indicate what
replacement skills or behavior we can
teach that will serve the same purpose
as the problem behavior, but will fit the
situation in a more appropriate way.
Lastly, if we know what the goal of the
behavior is, we can use that same
outcome as a powerful reward for the
new replacement behavior we are
teaching. For example, if we suspect
that a persistent problem with crying
and pushing at the end of a meal is all

about trying to get away from the table,
being given permission to leave the
table can be used as the reinforcer for
saying “I’m all done now”..
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What Do You

elieve?

•

ehavior is rule-governed.

•

ehavior is related to its context.

• ehavior is purposeful and communicative.

Let’s take a minute now to
summarize the 3 belief
statements that comprise the
first big B. Feel free to state the
beliefs about behavior that we’ve
just discussed.
Now let’s see what you
remember. That’s right, the 3
belief statements are that
Behavior is rule governed
Behavior is related to it’s context.
Behavior is purposeful and
communicative

Now letl’s learn a little more
about 3 basic concepts that are
critical to understanding the
occurrence of behavior.
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Three
asic
ehavioral
Concepts
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ehavior

’s

ntecedent ...an event that triggers the
behavior to occur

ehavior … the individual’s observable
reaction to the trigger

onsequence …the way the environment
changes in response to the
behavior

So here they are – the three
most fundamental behavioral
concepts. They truly are the
ABC’s of Behavior. Every
behavioral episode or incidence
of behavior consists of
environmental events that come
before the behavior or trigger it
and events that immediately
come after the behavior.
The first concept is called the
antecedent. This is something
that happens before the behavior
actually occurs to either
immediately trigger it or at least
make the chances of it
happening much more likely.
What happens next is the actual
occurrence of the behavior, in
reaction to the antecedent. A
behavior is always an external
expression of a reaction,
meaning that another person
could see or hear it in some way
and be able to describe in
concrete terms to yet another
person.
The last concept is called the
consequence, meaning what

happens after the behavior
occurs. This could be anything
from another person’s reaction to
the behavior or the way the
environment is changed as a
result of it. If the consequence
increases the likelihood that the
same behavior will occur again
in the same or a similar situation,
it’s called a reinforcer.
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ntecedents
An event that causes a
occur

ehavior to

• fast triggers (Immediate antecedents)
• slow triggers (Distant antecedents)

Now that we’ve covered the
sequence of how behavior
occurs, let’s learn a little more
about each of the components.
As was explained in the previous
slides, an antecedent is an event
that causes the behavior to
occur. However, antecedents
can also be considered as either
a fast trigger (or an immediate
antecedent), or a slow trigger (a
distant antecedent).
What do these terms mean?
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Fast Triggers
• Happen in the immediate setting, just before
the ehavior occurs
• Can usually identified
•Being told “no”
•Demand placed
•Transition from preferred activity
•Loss of attention from an adult

• What fast triggers can you identify?

Sometimes antecedents are
immediate, meaning that as
soon as they happen, the
behavior follows directly after
them. Because of this, we
sometimes think of immediate
antecedents as fast triggers.
Because the behavior occurs
immediately after the
antecedent, they can usually be
identified. In both of our previous
examples, Brad’s mother’s
statements to him were fast
triggers for the swift reaction

they brought on. Speaking
broadly, antecedents can take
the form of
denial or refusal such as being
told ”no”,
placing a demand or an
expectation that is unwanted,
or are a part of a transition from
one activity to another. Other
antecedents or fast triggers
involve a person’s attention
directed toward another person
or event and away from the child
Think about your own child and
the last time you found yourself
addressing a problem behavior.
What were the fast triggers that
occurred before the behavior
occurred?
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Slow Triggers
• May happen in or out of the immediate
setting
• Are conditions that increase the likelihood
ehavior will occur
• Not much sleep, hunger, thirst, boredom
• No medication
• Conflict with little brother

There are also some
antecedents that are considered
slow triggers or distant
antecedents. That is, they aren’t
directly linked to the immediate
occurrence of the behavior, but
are still considered a an
antecedent because they
increase the likelihood that the
behavior will eventually occur.
Think about your own child.
Chances are, there are certain
things or conditions you know of
that are going to increase the
likelihood of a problem behavior
occurring , even if it doesn’t
happen immediately. These
things could include being tired,
hungry, thirsty or bored. It might
be that something stressful
happened that day at school or

the night before. But whatever it
is, as a result, your child is more
likely to have a strong reaction to
an immediate antecedent, like a
demand or a refusal, because
the slow trigger has previously
set the wheels in motion.
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Why is This Important?
If we understand the
ehavior, we can:

ntecedents for a

• Identify situations the
occur in

ehavior is most likely to

• Identify situations the
occur in

ehavior is least likely to

• Prevent or minimize the

ehavior from occurring

Why is it so important to
understand fast and slow
triggers? Well, if we understand
the antecedents to a behavior
we can do a number of things
that to create better behavioral
supports for the child, including:
Identify situations in which the
behavior is most likely to occur.
This gives us the chance to look
at all the influences or triggers
that lead to behavioral
occurrence.
antecedents also provide us with
a better understanding of
situations in which the behavior
is not as likely to occur. This is
important information to have,
because we can predict the
situations and factors that lead to
problem behavior.
Having a better understanding of
the antecedents to a behavior
allows us to minimize or prevent
the behavior from happening,
and to prepare for situations
when it does happen.
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Triggers That Could Lead to

Escape
home
work

noise

chores

tedious
activities
sitting
in one
place
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Unpleasant, sudden or loud
noises
Tedious or boring activities
Sitting on place or location,
especially for long periods of
time or when it’s unclear to the
child how long they will have to
stay in that spot
Being required to complete
difficult or non-preferred
activities, such as chores or
homework, especially when
starting them means having to
stop an activity that is preferred.

Triggers That Could Lead to
Access
“No!”

sharing
stuff

locked
door

no adult
attention
“Wait
until
dinner!”

Triggers that lead to escape or
could be just about anything your
child will actively seek to avoid
by resorting to the behavior
problem of concern. These
could include things like

Other triggers lead to behaviors that
allow or promote access to something
the child really desires.
Being told No! whether as a command
to stop doing something or as a denial
of a request, often immediately triggers
problem behaviors.
Similarly, problem behaviors often
occur as a way of getting or maintaining
attention from an adult.
Sometimes, behavior problems happen
when a child asks for something or
attempts to obtain it for themselves,
and they have to wait for it..
Sometimes there are physical barriers
in place that prevent access to a
desired place or activity. Behavior
problems occur when the child is
unable to resolve the access issue on
their own and can’t get help for it.
Many times children with autism have a
hard time playing in social situations,
especially when expectations about

sharing space, toys or materials are in
place. Problem behaviors often result
when the child is expected to share and
doesn’t fully understand the expectation
or know how to do so.
Whatever the particular trigger might
be, understanding the circumstances of
it and it’s relationship to the ensuing
behavior problem allows us to have a
better idea of the function the behavior
serves.
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ehavior is…
The observable activity of a person,
animal or organism
• Observable (either directly witnessed or heard)
• Measurable (counted or timed)

Now let’s discuss the basic
concept of “Behavior”. What do
we mean by that term?
Behavior is the term we use to
identify the observable activity of
a a person animal or organism.
In order to meet this definition,
behavior must be observable,
either as witnessed or heard by
an observer.
If a behavior must be
observable, it is then measurable
in one way or another. This
means we can gauge it’s
occurrence, either by counting it,
timing how long it lasts or how
intensely it happens.
Defining behavior according to
this definition allows us to
communicate with others more
clearly and to track changes in it
occurrence with more precision.
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Some Examples of
Which one is
David
“Matthew
hasdrives
a meltdown
me
every
crazy time
whenhe
has toinsit
we’re
theat
the
table.
car.”

ehavior

etter?
“Matthew
Davidsings
loudly, repeats
the
squirms,
cries and
knocks
his chair
same
question
and
against the
wall
removes
his seat
when
he we’re
has toin
belt
when
sit at
the
table.
the car.”

Now let’s look at some examples of behavioral
definitions Here are two that describe what
David’s behavior:
The first one says that ““David has a meltdown
every time he has to sit at the table.” While this
description is specific about where the behavior is
taking place, the term “meltdown” doesn’t
provide good information about exactly what
David is doing. One observer’s idea of what a
“meltdown” might look like could be very different
than another’s, so behavioral descriptions need
to state exactly what the observe will see.
Here’s one more example with 2 different
descriptions of Matthew’s behavior. Which one
do you think provides a better description of the
problem behavior?

You’re right, it’s this one. The first definition really
only describes the emotional reaction of the
observer, rather than exactly what Matthew is
doing that’s problematic. But in the second one,
anyone who reads the definition would know
exactly what Matthew’s doing in the car that is so
annoying.

Here’s a much better definition for the exact
same behavior, because it states 3 specific
observable, measureable things that David is
doing while he’s sitting at the table.
Let’s take a look at another example.
“Matthew drives me crazy when we’re in the car.”
Most parents can probably relate to this
statement at one time or another, but really what
it’s providing is a reflection of is the emotional
reaction of the observer rather than a specific
description of what Matthew is actually doing in
the car.
Once again, the second description is a better
one, because it states in clear and measureable
terms the 3 things that Matthew does in the car
that are so problematic.
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Why is This Important?
If we define the

ehavior, we can:

Why is it important to define a
behavior in clearly observable
and measurable terms?

• Communicate clearly
• Measure changes accurately
• Ensure the integrity of interventions

First off, doing so promotes
clear, specific communication. If
we define behavior in these
terms, even other people that
have never actually witnessed or
been in the presence of the
behavior understand it and have
a precise idea of what it looks
like when it occurs.
This in turn allow us to measure
the behavior more accurately,
because the definition of the
behavior remains steady across
multiple observers and settings
This then allows us to measure
with precision and accuracy
changes in the patterns of the
behavior’s occurrence before
and after the interventions are
put into place
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What Makes

ehavior Measureable?

• Can you count it? (Behaviors with definite beginning and
end points)

• Can you see or hear it? (Clearly describe the behavior
in specific, concrete terms)

• Can you time it? (Capture the length of time the behavior
lasts

• Can you gauge its intensity? (rate how strong the
behavior is)

We have to be able to measure
a behavior in order to know for
sure whether or not our
interventions are effective.
There are several ways this
might be done, depending on the
behavior itself and the situation
it’s happening in. Here are some
questions to answer if you’re
having trouble deciding the best
way to measure a certain
behavior:

Can you count it? This
measurement approach
works best for behaviors with
definite beginning and end points

Can you see or hear it?
Be sure to clearly describe the
behavior in specific, concrete terms

Can you time it? This
approach would be best
if you need to capture the
length of time the behavior lasts

Can you gauge its
intensity? This means
can objectively rate how
strong the behavior is when it happens
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onsequence

ehavior

’s

What happens after the ehavior occurs
• How the environment changes or another
person reacts as a result of the ehavior
• Is there a pay-off for the

ehavior?

• Reactions from other people
• Something is avoided, delayed or escaped
• Something is accessed

The “C” in the behavior ABC
concepts stand for the term
Consequence, which is whatever
happens after, or as a result of
the behavior. This means
everything from how the
environment is changed, to how
another person reacts, as long
as it follows the occurrence of
the behavior.,
So the question we have to ask
next is “Is there a pay-off for the
behavior?” In other words, how
successful is the behavior at
achieving it’s goal?” Therefore,
we have to determine if, as a
result of the behavior’s
occurrence, it result in:
Reactions from other people
The avoidance, delay or escape
from an unpleasant situation
Immediate or better access to
something that is desired
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Why Is This Important?
• Some consequences maintain or reinforce
the ehavior, making it more likely to occur
again
• Understanding the maintaining consequences
can determine the function of the ehavior

This is important to understand,
because the consequence that
follows the behavior may
reinforce it, or increase the
likelihood of it happening again
in similar circumstances

• Can determine functional consequences for
teaching more successful alternatives

Identifying the consequences
and reinforcers for a behavior
will increase or knowledge of its
function and steer us toward
potential functional reinforcers
for teaching more successful
alternatives to the problem
behavior.
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What Do You Understand?
• an event that triggers the
behavior to occur
• the individual’s
observable reaction to
the trigger
• the way the environment
changes in response to
the behavior

Let’s review the behavioral
concepts one more time.

ntecedent

ehavior
onsequence
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Three
starting points
for
uilding support

an event that triggers the
behavior to occur is known as
the .......ntecedent
the individual’s observable
reaction to the trigger is
……behavior
the way the environment
changes in response to the
behavior is understood as the
…..consequence

An now let’s talk further about
three good starting points for
building behavior supports.
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The Dynamics of

ehavior

ehavior
Triggers
(antecedents)
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Responses
(consequences)

Three Things To Do
Teach
Alternative
ehavior
lter
Triggers

hange
Responses

Another way to think about the
ABC’s of behavior is to picture
them as a dynamic cycle in
which one component has an
impact on the other. It then
follows that if we can change any
one of those components, a
subsequent change in at least of
one of them will follow.

If that’s the case, then there are
three different aspects of the
cycle that have the potential for
support development.
We can :
Alter the triggers
Teach an alternative behavior
that achieves the same outcome
as the problem behavior but is
better suited to the context and
the needs of other people
Change the responses to the
behavior in ways that minimize
reinforcement of problematic
ones and strengthens more
positive alternatives
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Alter Triggers,
Prevent

ehavior

Change things that set-off or trigger
• Alter or change the environment
• Change interactions

ehavior

A good starting point is to decide if
there are things that can be done to
alter the triggers that set the behavior
up for occurrence to begin with. Many
times, this will lead to prevention of the
behavior, so it never happens in the
first place.

• Change activity format

So ask yourself:
Is there something about the
environment of setting the behavior
occurs in that can be changed as a
preventative strategy? It may be
something as simple ad adjusting the
noise or activity level in the room.
Perhaps a highly desired and
distracting toy can be stored safely out
of sight for the time being. Or possibly
a visual support such as a picture
schedule or calendar can be developed
and placed in an easily accessed spot
as a means of clarifying routines and
expectations.
It could be that something about the
social interactions is setting the child up
for behavior problems – what is it
exactly, and can it somehow be
changed? Look closely at interactions
from one person to the next, as some
may be more successful that others. Is
it the tone of voice or the number of
demands being placed? Is the child
being expected to respond too quickly
or in a way that presents an issue for
them? You may find it helpful to also
observe successful interactions, as this
will emphasize the differences in the
factors that influence to outcome of the
interaction.
It may also be the activity itself that’s
setting up the behavior. What is it? Is
it something the child doesn't enjoy
doing, is difficult for them? Can the
activity be shortened or organized
differently? Perhaps it’s ending needs
to be clarified?
Whatever it is, altering the trigger may
be all that’s necessary to bring about a
change in behavior.
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Teach New
Teach desirable
or alternatives

ehaviors

ehaviors as replacements

• Teach other skills
• Support other adaptive skills and

ehaviors

• Allow time for new skills to be acquired

Behavior problems often reflect
skill deficits – children use
problem behaviors because they
don’t have a wider range of
cognitive, communication or
social skills to meet their needs
more successfully.
In this situation, another starting
point for intervention could be to
teach a new behavior or skill that
will serve the same function as
the problem behavior, but will fit
the circumstances of its setting
and the other people involved
better.
Two other important things to
keep in mind:
While children are learning new
skills, you’ll want to be sure to
support other adaptive skills and
behaviors they may need to use
with them.
Also, keep in mind that it may
take some time for the child to
learn a new skill an use it quickly
and efficiently in a range of
situations. Don’t give up too
soon!
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hange Responses
•

e vigilant! Reinforce new or existing behaviors

•

e careful! Avoid reinforcing challenging behavior

•

e specific! Label specific behaviors when reinforcing
them

•

e patient! Learning a new response may take time

The third staring pint for building
interventions is to change the
responses that happen after a
behavior occurs, both with
problem behaviors and new
alternatives to replace it. Think
carefully about the
consequences that happen after
a problem behavior has
occurred.
Can they be used as a
functional reinforcer for a new
replacement behavior?
Also, try to be mindful that
problem behavior may still
continue to occur from time to
time . They will become
increasingly less likely to occur
over time if they are not
rewarded or reinforced.
When reinforcing a new skill or
behavior, always pair it with
specific praise or a label. This
strengthens the connection
between the behavior and the
reinforcer and also adds a new
word to the child’s functional
language vocabulary and
comprehension skills.
Lastly, be patient! Rome wasn’t
built in a day and it may likewise
take some time for new skills
and behaviors to be learned.
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What it Looks Like:
efore and
ntecedent

Amy has trouble
opening
cellophane and
inserting straw
into her juice
box

fter

ehavior

Amy whines
and bangs
her fists on
table

onsequence

Amy’s mom opens
the cellophane,
inserts it in the juice
box and gives it back
to Amy.
Amy drinks the juice.

As a way to sum things up,
remember we discussed the
ABC’s earlier. Let’s take a look
at another case example with
Amy and her mom.
Here you’ll find the before
situation, in which the
antecedent to Amy’s behavior is
when she experiences difficulty
opening the cellophane of the
straw for her juice box and
inserting it inside.
Amy reacts to this frustration by
whining and banging her fist on
the table top. In response to
Amy’s behavior, her mom opens
the cellophane, puts it in the
juice box and gives it to Amy.
Amy is then able to drink her
juice.
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What it Looks Like:
efore and
lter
triggers

Teach new
ehavior
Mom prompts Amy by
saying “Help , please”

Amy’s mom opens
cellophane before
giving Amy juice

Amy repeats “Help
please”
Amy follows Mom’s
demonstration for
inserting straw

fter
hange
responses
Amy’s mom
comments “You
asked for help and we
opened it together.”
Mom gives Amy her
juice.

Now that we’re at the end of our
presentation let’s summarize by
looking at how Amy’s mom
supported those elements can
be used to support Amy’s
behavior.
Knowing Amy will hardest for
Amy to open the cellophane on
the straw, Amy’s mom take s
preventative step and opens it
before giving the juice to Amy.
She then models a phrase Amy
can use to ask for help with
inserting the straw.
Instead of whining an banging
her fist, Amy imitates mom’s
spoken phrase by repeating
“help please”. This is a new
behavior that may take some
time for Amy to learn and use

without prompting. Amy’s
mother also shows her how to
put the straw in the juice box,
and Amy follows through.
Amy’s mom then responds by
commenting on what Amy just
did. This labels the new
behavior and tells Amy exactly
how what she did gained access
to the juice. Mom allow Amy to
drink the juice.
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Resources
• http://ffcmh.org/
• http://nichcy.org/
• http://challengingbehavior.fmhi.usf.ed
u/
• http://www.vanderbilt.edu/csefel/

Next time you’re concerned a
troublesome behavior your child
is experiencing, just remember
the 3 B’s of behavior – 3 Beliefs
behavioral concepts and 3
starting points for building
supports.

Here are some additional online
resources that will also provide
good information regarding this
topic.
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Contact CARD-USF
University of South Florida
Center for Autism & Related Disabilities
1-800-333-4530
(813) 974-2532
http://card-usf.fmhi.usf.edu

If you still have questions or
concerns, please feel free to
contact CARD-USF directly for
additional support in this area.

